The OPAL

Tree Health Survey
Booklet

Please note: Online data entry for the OPAL Tree Health Survey is closed.
However, you can still use the survey to explore trees in your
local area and help identify common pests and diseases.

Introduction
Trees are vital. They help combat climate change by capturing and storing carbon
HUKHJ[[VYLK\JL[OLPTWHJ[VMÅVVKPUNHUKZVPSLYVZPVU;OL`WYV]PKLPUJVTLHUK
support jobs through timber production and tourism. They are vital to wildlife too and
provide a home and food for birds, insects and mammals.

Oak

Ash

Horse Chestnut

However, our trees are under threat. The number of pests and diseases attacking
them has increased in the last few years. Why has this happened? Two factors are
thought to be important:
1.

The increased trade in plants from around the world increases the risk of new
pests and diseases entering the country.

2.

Once here, insects may be able to survive our warmer winters and diseases
may spread faster in wetter summer weather.

The Government has already acted to protect trees by supporting more research
into tree pests and diseases, increasing precautions to keep pests and diseases out
of the country, and working with local groups and networks that can help spot any
new threats arriving in the UK.
The OPAL Tree Health Survey is about the condition of our trees. In recent years the
number of pests and diseases attacking trees has increased leading to a decline in
tree health and in some cases tree loss. In order to manage these problems most
LќLJ[P]LS`^LULLK[VZ[\K`V\Y[YLLZHUKYLJVYKPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLPYJVUKP[PVU
and any pests and diseases that are found.
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Why do the Tree Health Survey?
By taking part in the OPAL Tree Health Survey and sending your results to us:

ͻ You will help us to discover more about the general health of our trees and

WYV]PKL]P[HSPUMVYTH[PVUVUZVTLVM[OLWLZ[ZHUKKPZLHZLZ[OH[JHUHќLJ[6HR
Ash and Horse Chestnut.

ͻ You may even spot one of the most feared pests and diseases which pose a
serious threat to our trees.
Your results will be used by scientists and you will become part of the important
surveillance network of people across the country protecting our trees.

Pests and diseases
Pests are generally insects or small animals that harm
plants or trees. Diseases, on the other hand, are caused
by harmful microbes (pathogens), which include some
types of fungi and bacteria. They are microscopic so
you can usually see only the symptoms and not the
JH\ZL 4HU` WLZ[Z HUK KPZLHZLZ [OH[ HќLJ[ V\Y [YLLZ
HYL JVTTVU VY ^PKLZWYLHK HUK [OLPY LќLJ[Z ZOVY[
lived. This is especially the case for native pests and
pathogens as their tree hosts have evolved at the
same time and they have adapted to each other over
thousands of years. Introduced pests can be much
more damaging because the trees they encounter have Horse Chestnut scale insect:
a tree pest
not had the opportunity to develop resistance.
Collecting information on the pests and diseases that
HќLJ[ [OL <2»Z [YLLZ OLSWZ ZJPLU[PZ[Z \UKLYZ[HUK [OLPY
LќLJ[Z HUK KPZ[YPI\[PVU HUK HUZ^LY X\LZ[PVUZ HIV\[
whether changes in the levels of damage caused by
ZWLJPÄJWLZ[ZHUKKPZLHZLZHYLILJVTPUNTVYLVYSLZZ
severe. It will also help researchers identify the extent
[V^OPJOZWLJPÄJ[YLLZVY[YLLZWLJPLZHYLHќLJ[LKI`
multiple pests and diseases. Sometimes those that
would only cause minor damage in a healthy tree can
act together, making it weak and vulnerable, and even
tipping it into decline.

Nectria canker on Ash:
a tree disease
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Tree life cycle

Seed germination
With enough space, light
and water, a seed will start to
grow. Very young trees are
vulnerable. They risk being
eaten or damaged by animals.
s.
Extreme weather can kill them.
Ex
m.

Seed dispersal
Tree seeds need space and
light, away from the parent
tree to grow. Seeds can be
dispersed on the wind or are
carried on the fur or in the gut off
ca
animals like birds and rodents
an
ts..
Deadwood
wo
A dead
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provides a
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nutrients for a
large number of
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and fungi.
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CONTINUES
WITH
LIFE CYCLE

Mature tree with fruit
A mature tree produces
ÅV^LYZ(M[LY[OLÅV^LYZHYL
WVSSPUH[LKMY\P[ZHYLWYVK\JLK
K
K
^OPJOJVU[HPUZLLKZ([[OL
same time, mature trees
JVU[PU\L[VNYV^;OL`NL[
[HSSLYHUK[OL[Y\URZPUJYLHZL
PUKPHTL[LY

Tree recovers
Often a tree can return
to full health. Trees can
be weakened by an
infection but they don’t
necessarilyy die.
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A young tree
As trees grow they are still
vulnerable, mainly from
damage caused by animals
and the weather. They are
also now at risk from some
pests and diseases.
pe
ases

Tree dies
Occasionally, an infection is too
serious or a tree has been weakened
by a succession of attacks meaning
that the tree can no longer survive. A
tree can take some years to die and
during that time can still be a valuable
part of the ecosystem.

Tree becomes infected
Sometimes trees will be
HќLJ[LKI`WLZ[ZHUK
UK
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HU
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Survey preparation
There are three activities in the Survey:
Activity 1: .L[[VRUV^`V\Y[YLLWHNLZ
Activity 2: Pests and diseases on Oak, Ash and Horse Chestnut (page 11)
Most Unwanted: Serious threats to UK trees (page 12)
You can carry out the OPAL Tree Health Survey anywhere. All you need is safe
access to one or more broadleaved trees, preferably Oak, Ash or Horse Chestnut.
A 7UHH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH is included in your survey pack.

Essential equipment to take outside with you
The OPAL Tree Health Survey pack which
contains this survey Booklet*,
7UHH3HVWDQG'LVHDVH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH,
7UHH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH,
tape measure and OPAL PDJQLðHU

Useful items to take outside (if you have them)
t
t
t

A map or GPS device
A mobile phone
(in case of emergencies)
A camera



When you see this symbol,
you can take a photo and
upload it to the OPAL website

This survey is best carried out when trees are in leaf from May
to the end of September. Take care not to harm the environment
during your survey.
* You can download more recording sheets from the OPAL website.
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6DIHðHOGZRUN

Trees and woodland in the UK are generally safe places, but you should take care.
Use your common sense – it is your responsibility to be aware of the potential risks
^OLUJHYY`PUNV\[HU`RPUKVMÄLSK^VYR*HYY`V\[HYPZRHZZLZZTLU[PMULJLZZHY`

t Dress appropriately for the weather and wear appropriate footwear. Check the
weather forecast before you go outside. Do not do the survey in windy weather.

t Do not do the survey on your own. Take at least one other person.
t Make sure that you know what to do in an emergency. Carry a fully charged
mobile phone in case you need to summon help and ensure you have good
TVIPSLJV]LYHNL;HRLHZTHSSÄYZ[HPKRP[@V\UNJOPSKYLUT\Z[ILZ\WLY]PZLK
t Avoid any trees with broken branches. Before you start the survey, check
JHYLM\SS`MYVTHZHMLKPZ[HUJLMVYIYHUJOLZ[OH[HYLOHUNPUNVќ[OL[YLLHUKTH`
fall. Check nearby trees too. You can report any dangers to your local council
using ZZZð[P\VWUHHWFRP
t You do not need to climb trees for the survey. Do not climb on stacks of logs.
t Check the area for any signs of danger. Look out for any warning signs – pay
attention to these signs and follow instructions where necessary. Look out for
low hanging twigs and branches, uneven ground, tree stumps, dead wood and
anything else that may cause trips and injuries. Watch out for prickly plants. Do
not survey trees that are at the edge of a lake or river.
t Be aware of other activities going on around you. Take particular care if any
forest operations, hedge trimming or tree surgery are taking place – it might be
better to choose another site.
t Wash your hands thoroughly after doing the survey and especially before
eating. A few plants, mushrooms and insects are poisonous or may cause
rashes and skin irritation. The caterpillars of some moths can cause unpleasant
allergic reactions, due to their toxic hairs, so any contact must be avoided.
0M`V\HJJPKLU[HSS`[V\JO[OLT^HZO[OLHќLJ[LKHYLH[OVYV\NOS`HUKZLLR
medical advice if you experience a reaction.
It is important to look after the environment while you are out and about.

ͻ *SLHUHU`T\KHUKSLH]LZVќ`V\YMVV[^LHY[VH]VPKZWYLHKPUNWLZ[ZHUK
diseases next time you go out.

ͻ (]VPKKPZ[\YIPUNHU`^PSKSPMLPUJS\KPUNIPYKZ»ULZ[Z
ͻ 3LH]L[OLHYLHHZ`V\ÄUKP[HUKKVUV[SLH]LHU`SP[[LYILOPUK
More general safety information is available from Royal Society for the Prevention
of Accidents ZZZURVSDFRPOHLVXUHVDIHW\
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The survey starts here
Activity 1: Get to know your tree
You can carry out the survey anywhere you like as long as you have
permission to be there. All you need is safe access to one or more
broadleaved trees (trees with wide leaves, not needles or scale-like
leaves found on conifers). Activity 2 is for Oak, Ash or Horse Chestnut
ZV ZLSLJ[ [OLZL [YLLZ ÄYZ[ PM WVZZPISL I\[ `V\ JHU Z\Y]L` HU` [YLL
species in Activity 1. Remember to send your results to OPAL when
`V\OH]LÄUPZOLK

A Start surveying
1. Date of survey
2. Who are you doing the Tree Health Survey with today?
Primary school

Secondary school

Youth group

Adult volunteer group

Friends or family

College / university

Other
3. Are you involved in working with trees or forestry?
No
Yes, as part of a volunteer group or society
Yes, I work in the industry
4. Record the location of your site (postcode / grid reference / GPS reading).
Further help is available on the OPAL website if you are unsure of the exact location.
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5. Which of these best describes your survey area?

Street

Garden

School

Park

6WLUÄLSK

Hedge

Woodland
edge

Inside woodland

Other (please specify)
6. What is the main ground cover at the base of the tree? Choose one option.

Grass or
other plants

Bare soil

Hard surface
(like pavement)

Fallen leaves

7. If there are fallen leaves beneath the tree, how many are there?

A few

A lot

Ground is completely covered

B 0KLU[PÄJH[PVU
8. Record the name of the tree (tree species).
You can use the 7UHH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH to help you.
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C Tree characteristics
9. Measure the girth (circumference) of the trunk at 1.3 metres
JTHIV]L[OLNYV\UK
girth =

centimetres

girth

10. Measure the height of the tree. If your tree is too tall to
measure safely from the ground, there are instructions on the
back page of the this Booklet.
height =

1.3 m

metres

11. Is the tree taller or shorter than most of the other trees nearby?
Shorter than most

Taller than most

Same height as most

No other trees nearby

D Crown
Crown

The crown is the leaf cover and branches at the
top of the trunk (see diagram right). Walk away
from the trunk to get a better view. Ignore any
low branches beneath the crown. A healthy tree
in summer has full leaf cover, however at any time
during the year pests and diseases can cause
twigs, branches and even the trunk to lose leaves and die.
12. Which of these best shows the shape of the tree?

Spreading

Oval

Fan

Column

Cone
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13. Stand underneath the tree, next to the trunk and look up. How much of
[OL]PL^PZTHKL\WVMSLH]LZ&*OVVZL[OLJSVZLZ[Ä[MYVT[OLÄ]LVW[PVUZ

only sky and
branches
visible
No leaves

no sky
visible



25%

75%

All leaves

14. Can you see any dead wood (branches that have no leaves or twigs on them)?
No

Yes

If YES, how much dead wood is there?
3LZZ[OHUHX\HY[LYVM[OL[YLL

)L[^LLUVULX\HY[LYHUKVULOHSM

)L[^LLUVULOHSMHUK[OYLLX\HY[LYZ

4VYL[OHU[OYLLX\HY[LYZ

E Leaves
Leaves becoming brown or yellow before autumn is a sign that
ZVTL[OPUNPZ^YVUN3LHMIYV^UPUNTH`ILJH\ZLKI`THU`KPɈLYLU[
factors including insects and sea salt. Leaf yellowing may be caused by
a problem with the roots, and is often the sign of a longer term issue.
15. What types of leaf browning can you see? Tick all that apply.

Brown leaf edges

Brown spots

Leaves all brown

None

16. If there is leaf browing, how much can you see on the tree?
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3LZZ[OHUHX\HY[LYVM[OL[YLL

)L[^LLUVULX\HY[LYHUKVULOHSM

)L[^LLUVULOHSMHUK[OYLLX\HY[LYZ

4VYL[OHU[OYLLX\HY[LYZ

17. What types of leaf yellowing can you see? Tick all that apply.

Yellow leaf edges

Yellow spots

Leaves all yellow

None

18. If there is leaf yellowing, how much can you see on the tree?
3LZZ[OHUHX\HY[LYVM[OL[YLL

)L[^LLUVULX\HY[LYHUKVULOHSM

)L[^LLUVULOHSMHUK[OYLLX\HY[LYZ

4VYL[OHU[OYLLX\HY[LYZ

19. Can you see any of the following signs of insect damage on the leaves?

Leaf holes: holes all
the way through the
leaf

F Wildlife

Leaf mining: the
upper and lower
layers of the leaf
are intact but the
green tissue inside
has turned brown or
disappeared

Leaf galls: bumps
and growths on
leaves

20. It is useful to know how the tree supports biodiversity. Record any animals,
signs of animal activity, plants or fungi.
)PYKZVYIPYKZ»ULZ[Z

:X\PYYLSZ

Animal burrows at the base

Insects

A large hollow in the trunk

Spiders

Moss / lichens / algae

Ivy

Fungi

Other
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Activity 2: Pests and diseases on



Oak, Ash and Horse Chestnut

Activity 2 is about the pests and diseases of Oak, Ash and Horse
Chestnut. If you looked at Oak, Ash and Horse Chestnut in Activity 1,
please carry out Activity 2 on the same tree. Refer to the Tree Pest and
+PZLHZL0KLU[PÄJH[PVU.\PKL for photographs and more information.
Tick any that you see

A Oak

Oak mildew

Is this the tree surveyed in Activity 1?

Knopper gall

B Ash

Ash bud moth

Is this the tree surveyed in Activity 1?

Ash key gall

c Horse Chestnut

Horse
Chestnut
leaf blotch
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Tortrix
roller moth

Nectria canker

Is this the tree surveyed in Activity 1?

Horse
Chestnut
SLHMTPULY

Bleeding
canker
of Horse
Chestnut

yes

no

Oak decline

yes

no

Ash decline

yes

Horse
Chestnut
scale

no

 The Most Unwanted
Refer to the 7UHH3HVWDQG'LVHDVH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH for photographs and
more information.
The Most Unwanted pests are covered by plant health legislation which means
[OH[PM`V\ÄUK[OLT`V\T\Z[UV[PM`NV]LYUTLU[VѝJPHSZZV[OH[[OL`JHU[HRLHU`
necessary action to control them. If you think you have found them (and there is
TVYLPUMVYTH[PVUVUV\Y^LIZP[L[VOLSW^P[OPKLU[PÄJH[PVU`V\T\Z[HSLY[VѝJPHSZ
at the Forestry Commission directly, through:


TreeAlert App: ZZZIRUHVWU\JRYXNWUHHDOHUW



;LSLWOVUL! ,UNSHUKHUK>HSLZ
:JV[SHUKVY5VY[OLYU0YLSHUK



For more information go to ZZZIRUHVWU\JRYXNIRUHVWUHVHDUFK
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What do your results mean?
The results from the OPAL Tree Health Survey
will tell us about the health and condition of
trees in woodlands, parks, streets and other
locations across the UK and provide important
information about the possible presence of
certain key tree pests and diseases.
A national survey like this has not been done
so widely before, so your results will help us
ÄUKV\[TVYLHIV\[[OLJ\YYLU[Z[H[LVM[YLLZ
and woodland throughout the UK. It is likely
you will collect information about individual
[YLLZ[OH[UVVULOHZL]LYZ\Y]L`LKILMVYL
Activity 1 is designed to collect information about the location, type, size, and condition
of each tree. By looking closely at these aspects, your results will help us learn about
the general health of your tree.
Collecting information about other species that may
be living on or around the tree, including insects, birds
and mammals, helps us to understand not just the
health of the tree, but the health of the surrounding
environment and habitats.
(J[P]P[`  PZ KLZPNULK [V WYV]PKL \W[VKH[L
information about pests and diseases that target
three of our most recognisable tree species, namely
Oak, Ash and Horse Chestnut. While these pests
HUKKPZLHZLZHќLJ[[OLHWWLHYHUJLHUKJVUKP[PVUVM
the tree, many of them do not generally pose serious
threats to the species. Nevertheless we need to know
OV^MYLX\LU[S`[OL`HYLWYLZLU[HUK^OLYL[OL`JHUILMV\UK[VRLLW[YHJRVM[OLZL
tree problems. Importantly, some of the pests and diseases you might have spotted
have the potential to cause more serious damage to trees, and in these cases the
information you provide may be vital for protecting the future of our landscape.
This is why we also asked you to look out for the Most Unwanted – these are among
the most serious threats to trees in this country and if you spotted any of those you will
have provided some very important information.
For more information about tree health go to ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJ or ZZZ
IRUHVWU\JRYXNIRUHVWUHVHDUFK
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If you have enjoyed identifying plants and animals in this
Z\Y]L``V\JHUNL[M\Y[OLYOLSW^P[OPKLU[PÄJH[PVUVU[OLP:WV[
website (ZZZLVSRWQDWXUHRUJ) where you can also share
photographs of the plants and animals you have found.

This activity is one of a series of nature surveys
developed by the Open Air Laboratories (OPAL)
programme to help you get closer to your local
LU]PYVUTLU[ ^OPSL JVSSLJ[PUN PTWVY[HU[ ZJPLU[PÄJ
data. With funding from the Big Lottery Fund, our
network of leading universities, museums and
wildlife organisations has been developing citizen
ZJPLUJL HJ[P]P[PLZ ZPUJL  HUK V\Y YLZV\YJLZ
are available throughout the UK.
0M`V\»]LLUQV`LK[OPZZ\Y]L`^O`UV[[Y`HUV[OLY&
@V\JHUÄUKL]LY`[OPUN`V\ULLK[VNL[PU]VS]LKH[
ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJVXUYH\V
You can also see what your data has revealed so far and discover a range
of ways to get more involved in studying the environment on our website:
ZZZRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUHRUJ
ZZZIDFHERRNFRPRSDOH[SORUHQDWXUH

This pack has been developed by David Slawson1,3, Clare Hall1,
Charles Lane1, Alison Melvin2(UKYL^4VќH[2, David Rose2, Joan
Webber2, Linda Davies3, Laura Gosling3, Alison Smith, Alison Dyke5,
Simon Norman6. Photographs © Forestry Commission Picture Library
& OPAL. Editing by: Roger Fradera3, Laura Gosling3, Poppy Lakeman
Fraser3, Kate Martin3 and David Slawson1,3. 1FERA, 2Forest Research,
3Imperial College London, Plymouth University, 5University of York,
6-PLSK:[\KPLZ*V\UJPS67(3(SSYPNO[ZYLZLY]LK

@OPALnature
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Top of tree

1

Measuring tree height
If your tree is too tall to measure with a tape
measure, use this guide (Question 10). You will
need two people.

1

;OLÄYZ[WLYZVUZ[HUKZUL_[[V[OL[YLL

2

The second person takes this guide and walks
back away from the tree, holding the card at
HYT»ZSLUN[O

2

The top of the tree needs to line up with the
top of the card and the bottom of the tree
needs to line up with the bottom of the card.

3

When the person with the card is in position,
they should guide the person at the tree to
point at the trunk exactly at the level at the
 THYRZOV^UH[[OLIV[[VTVM[OPZN\PKL

4

Once the person at the tree has found the
correct point, use the tape measure to
measure the height in metres of this point from
the ground.

3

;OPZ^PSSNP]L`V\ VM[OLOLPNO[VM[OL[YLL
4\S[PWS`[OPZÄN\YLI`[V^VYRV\[[OLHJ[\HS
height of the tree.

4

If the tree is very tall, use the 5% mark on the side
VM[OPZN\PKLPUZ[LHK4\S[PWS`[OPZÄN\YLI`[V
work out the actual height of the tree.

10%
C022289

5%
Bottom of tree

